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Are You a Sitting Duck? 
Is Your Business Prepared for 

Future Security Threats? 
 

If your business hasn’t been the target of malicious intruders or 
cybercriminals, consider yourself lucky. Hackers are a relentless bunch 
and they want your gold: information and access they can use to exploit 
loopholes in your business’s Internet security. The last few years have 
been hard on companies all across the globe. And these cyber-breaches 
aren’t going to stop simply because the “damage has been done.” In 
Australia, reported incidents have affected hundreds of thousands of 
consumers and thousands of small businesses. And that’s only counting 
the attacks that authorities have uncovered. 
 
For cybercriminals, there is no end game. All too often, small business 
owners assume they are outside the firing line and hackers aren’t 
interested in them. While the media focuses on the big cyber-attacks, 
there are countless other stories playing out at small businesses 
everywhere. Cybercriminals are constantly in search of loopholes and 
weak security. And, unfortunately, small businesses often have the 
weakest IT security. In fact, small and medium sized businesses are now 
being targeted as the gateway into larger businesses 
 
Security industry analysts predict that 2015 won’t be much different from 
2014 when it comes to cyber-security. There are going to be more data 
breaches. It’s just a matter of where and when. It’s also a matter of being 
prepared. 
 
During the month of June we are offering local businesses a FREE Cyber-
Security Audit to help uncover loopholes in your company’s online 
security. At no cost or obligation, our highly trained team of IT pros will 
come to your office and conduct this comprehensive audit. And after 
we’re done, we’ll prepare a customized “Report Of Findings” that will 
reveal specific vulnerabilities and a “Prioritised Plan Of Attack” for 
getting any problems addressed fast. 
 
Because of the intense one-on-one time required to deliver these Cyber-
Security Audits, we can only extend this offer to the first five lucky 
companies who request it by June 25th. All you have to do is call our 
office at 1300-SENSIBLE (736-742) or  go online at  
http://www.sensible.com.au/security to request yours today. 

Sensible Connections  

“As a business owner, you 

don’t have time to waste 

on technical and  

operational issues. That’s 

where we shine! Call us 

and finally put an end to 

your IT problems.” 

Kevin Spanner,  

Sensible Business Solutions 
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Is Google The Computer From Star Trek? 

If you’ve ever seen a Star Trek episode, you’ll know that “computer” always knew the answer to whatever 
the commander needed to know to run the starship, battle with aliens and it even made tea…Earl Grey…
hot. In business today, Google has taken on the role of answering questions and providing information. In 
fact, the company name has become a verb in our language and you can google just about anything on this 
easy-to-use search engine.  
 
     “Computer” gave you one answer, Google gives you many. But there’s an easy way to limit the 
responses and that’s by the way you search. If you only want to see responses on exactly what you’re 
searching for, then type the minus sign at the end of your search. Another way to limit your responses is to 
take advantage of Google’s specialised search sites, for example Google’s Public Data Explorer. This site 
allows you to search specifically on public statistics. 
     The Star Trek computer spoke every language. Google speaks 80. You can ask Google to translate a 
single word by typing “translate (word) to (language)” into the search bar and you’ll get the translated 
word. There’s also a Google application called Google Translate where you can type, speak or handwrite 
the phrase into your device – you can even take a picture of a sign or other text. Then it’s your choice to 
have Google speak the translated phrase or display it for you. Need an easy-to-use price-comparison site 
for business travel? Try Google Flight Search. Pick your starting point and destination—or destinations—
on the map, and then pick your dates. When you pick the dates, be sure to pay attention to the prices on 
each date and Google’s graph of days with the cheapest tickets. Then, you can filter the results by flight 
length, airline, price, stops and more. When you find a flight you like, you can book it directly on the 
airline's site. 
     Like the Star Trek computer, Google provides definitions and conversions. In the search bar, type 
define (word) or  convert (unit of measure), and you can even compare the nutr itional values of one 
food item to another’s: just type compare. 
     So is Google the computer from Star Trek? With all these features, what do you think? 

Free Report: What Every Small Business Owner Must Know About Protect-
ing And Preserving Their Company’s Critical Data And Computer Systems 

Free Report Download: What Every Small Business Owner Must Know 
About Protecting And Preserving Their Company’s Critical Data And 
Computer Systems 
 

This report will outline in plain, non-technical English common mistakes 
that many small business owners make with their computer network that 
cost them thousands in lost sales, productivity and computer repair bills, 
as well as providing an easy, proven way to reduce or completely elimi-
nate the financial expense and frustration caused by these oversights.   
 

Download your FREE copy today at  
http://www.sensible.com.au/security or call our office at 
1300-SENSIBLE (736-742). 

http://www.sensible.com.au/security
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Client Spotlight: Asian Cup 2015  
The Asian Cup 2015 soccer tournament held in Australia recently was a great success 

with a fairy tale ending : Australia as the champions. 650,000 people attended the 32 

matches. At a private event recently, FFA chairman, Frank Lowy personally thanked all 

involved. We even had photos with the cup itself! Michael Brown, the CEO personally 

presented the Sensible team with an official match ball from the quarter finals as a 

thank you. Would you like your company highlighted here in our “Client Spotlight”? 

Then give us a call today at 1300-SENSIBLE (736-742). 

Shiny New Product 

Of The Month: 

Cloud 
File Sync  

 
File access anywhere on 

any device  

If employees are using consumer-
grade sync services, such as 
Dropbox, Google Drive, Box or 
Microsoft OneDrive, your business 
is at risk of data theft, data loss, 
corrupted data, lawsuits, 
compliance violations, loss of 
accountability, and loss of file 
access. 
 
As your trusted IT service provider, 
we promise to work with you to 
minimise these risks and support 
your file access needs: 
SensibleSync is the only cloud file 
sync service that we stand behind 
and guarantee. Discover how file 
access can be easy, safe, and 
secure  

Key Features: 

 
 Designed exclusively for 

Businesses 
 File access and syncing across 

all devices 
 Connect File Server Files 
 Third-party file sharing and 

uploads 
 Eliminate FTP and VPN 
 Eliminate Large Email 

Attachments 
 
Free 14-Day Trial : 
www.sensible.com.au/SensibleSync 

THE PICK-UP LINE 
In the world of dating, a successful “pickup line” can make or break any 
chance of getting to strike up a conversation with someone you would 
like to meet. Below are a few examples of what some people thought 
were great "pickup lines."   
 
“I'm not a photographer, but I can picture me and you together.”  
“Can I have directions?” “To where?” “To your heart.”  
“Is there an airport nearby or is that just my heart taking off?”  
“You're so beautiful that you made me forget my pickup line.”  
 
You are probably wondering why I am addressing dating “pickup lines” in a business 
article. With profit margins being attacked from all angles, it is important for businesses 
today to do everything they can to take advantage of every consumer buying encounter. 
Probably one of the most famous business pickup lines, which added instant profits to 
their bottom line, was by the fast-food chain McDonald’s: “Would you like fries with 
that?” I have read where some experts have stated that McDonald’s added an additional 
$20 million in profits just by asking that one simple question. 
 
Is your company leaving potential profits on the table, just waiting to be scooped up, if 
only your employees were trained in asking an additional, simple, not pushy question … 
that could possibly entice your customer to spend more money? I believe there are 
thousands of companies today doing just that. It is your job to exploit every sales 
channel to its fullest potential; but you need to do so by thinking like your customers. 
How would they like to be served better? What else could they possibly need, that they 
may have forgotten? Sometimes just planting the seed (suggestion) can lead to 
additional sales. 
 
What else do your customers need? How can you best serve them? As long as your 
“pickup line” doesn’t alienate customers, you should take advantage of the current 
selling transaction; the “pickup line” technique can add a considerable amount to your 
bottom line. In my frequent travels for business to the USA, I notice that in every 
Hudson Newsstand at the various airports they ask me if I want an extra water or 
“candy” when I am buying anything there; they do it EVERY time. Also, in the USA, 
Southwest Airlines upsells better seating on planes so customers can get early boarding 
and be assured of overhead space for their bags. Waiters in restaurants can ask if you 
want an appetizer, salad or bread with your meal … and then after your meal ask if you 
want another dessert, coffee or glass of wine. 
 
The retail marketing giant Amazon says the cross-selling suggestions on its website 
account for 35% of its sales; they fully take advantage of every opportunity they can to 
sell more merchandise … DO YOU? If you want to add additional profits to your bottom 

 

Robert Stevenson is a highly sought after, internationally known speaker. He is the author of the best-selling books 
How to Soar Like an Eagle in a World Full of Turkeys and 52 Essential Habits for Success. Robert is a graduate 
of the Georgia Institute of Technology (Georgia Tech) and is a former All-American Athlete. He started his first 
business at 24 and has owned several companies. Robert has international sales experience dealing in over 20 
countries and his client list reads like a Who’s Who in Business. He has shared the podium with such renowned 
names as Generals Colin Powell and Norman Schwarzkopf, former President George H.W. Bush, Anthony Rob-
bins and Steven Covey. www.robertstevenson.org/  
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Does This Password Sound Familiar? 

You know the difference between a good password and a bad one. Many of us 
do like the convenience of a simple, easy-to-remember password that requires 
no effort to recall and type when we connect to our WiFi network, buy from 
our favorite retailer or use for online bill pay. But many of us also appreciate 
an added layer of security so we don’t use an effor tless password when 
sensitive data is on the line. 
 
In a recent study conducted by SplashData, they looked at a sampling of over 
3 million passwords (all of which were leaked during a data breach last year). 
They compiled a list of the most common passwords—and the results weren’t 
all that surprising. 123456 was the No. 1 password used last year, followed by 
the classic password. 
 
While these passwords may have the IT and security crowds shaking their 
heads in dismay, it’s not all bad news. These popular passwords may offer 
next to no practical security, but according to the study, the 25 most common 
passwords only represent about 2% of the overall total. 
 
This means most people don’t use these passwords—or qwerty, or 111111, or 
iloveyou. The study found more var iation among the most popular  
passwords versus the 2013 study. Is it a possible trend? Are people turning to 
more imaginative or secure 
passwords? Maybe, but only time 
will tell. Even if the study 
suggests most of us don’t rely on 
overly simple passwords, 
SplashData’s list serves as a 
reminder to use more secure 
passwords and to change them 
regularly. 

The Lighter Side: 

A Pleasant Drive 
With The 

Queen Of England 

In 2003, the recently deceased King 
Abdullah of Saudi Arabia paid a visit to 
the UK. During the trip, he met with 
Queen Elizabeth II at Balmoral, the royal 
family’s castle and estate in Scotland. 
The queen asked then-Crown Prince 
Abdullah if he would enjoy a tour of the 
estate. The prince wasn’t initially keen 
on a tour, but he decided it would be 
polite to accept as a guest of the queen. 
He agreed. 
 
When their transportation arrived—two 
regal Land Rovers—the prince stepped 
into the front passenger seat. It allowed 
him an exquisite view of the estate and 
the surrounding countryside. What 
happened next, he was not fully 
prepared for. The queen opened the 
driver’s-side door and climbed in. She 
swiftly turned the ignition, threw it into 
gear and hit the accelerator. 
 
Keep in mind, women in Saudi Arabia 
are prohibited from driving. 
 
Also keep in mind, the queen is a very 
experienced driver. 
 
While giving the prince the royal tour, 
she did not hold back. It was pedal to 
the metal. As she blasted down the 
narrow country roads, she remained 
attentive to her guest and kept the 
conversation lively. It was an 
attentiveness the prince felt was 
misdirected. He pled with the queen to 
focus on the road. She did not. 
 
Following Abdullah’s death in January, 
Queen Elizabeth took the throne as the 
world’s oldest reigning monarch at a 
spry 88. Abdullah was 90. 

Who Wants To Win A $25 Gift Card?!?! 

 

Here’s this month’s trivia question.  
 
The first winner will receive a $25 Coles Gift Card. 
  
Which of the following stones are not considered a June 

Birthstone?  
 
a) Moonstone b) Alexandrite c) Sardonyx d) Pearl 

Call Us Right Now With Your Answer! 

1300-SENSIBLE (764-742) 

Sensible Connections 


